We present the problem of finding comparable researchers for any given researcher. This problem has many motivations. Firstly, know thyself. The answers of where we stand among research community and who we are most alike may not be easily found by existing evaluations of ones' research mainly based on citation counts. Secondly, there are many situations where one needs to find comparable researchers e.g., for reviewing peers, constructing programming committees or compiling teams for grants. It is often done through an ad hoc and informal basis.
INTRODUCTION
For those few scientists who win Nobel prizes or Turing awards, their standing in their research community is unquestionable. For the rest of us, it is more complex to understand where we stand and who we are alike. We study this problem and aim to help researchers understand themselves by comparisons with others.
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artists that they are similar to or have been influenced by. In research, it is also common to look for comparable people. Recommendation letters and tenure cases often suggest other researchers who are comparable to the individual in question. In discussing whether someone is suitable to collaborate with, we might ask who they are similar to in their research work. These comparisons can have significant influence by indicating that researchers compare favorably to others, and by providing a starting point for detailed discussions of the individual's strengths and weaknesses.
Yet finding the right researcher to compare against is a challenging task. There is no simple strategy that allows a similar researcher to be found. Natural first attempts, such as looking at co-authors, or scouring the author's preferred publication venues (conferences or journals), either fail to find good candidates, or swamp us with too many possibilities.
In this paper, we are particularly interested in comparing any pair of two researchers given their research output, as embodied by their publications over years. There are several challenges to address here. Firstly, we need suitable data and metrics. The comparison may be based on the research impact, teaching performance, funding raised or students advised. For some of these, we lack the data to support automatic comparison. Moreover, research interests and output levels of a researcher change over time, and we may wish to focus on periods of greatest activity or influence. The whole career of a researcher may last several decades. During this career, she/he may be productive all the time, may take time off for a while, or switch topics. It can be difficult to find a perfect match for the whole career.
There are limited number existing metrics to evaluate research impact at the individual level. Examples include h-index [4] and g-index [2] . These metrics are mainly based on raw citation counts, i.e., the number of papers citing a given paper, which have several limitations. Firstly, Garfield [3] argued that citation counts are a function of many influencing factors besides scientific quality, such as area of research, number of co-authors the language used in the paper and various other factors. Secondly, in many cases few if any citations are recorded, even though the paper's influence may go beyond this crude measure of impact [7] . Thirdly, citation counts evolve over time. Papers published longer ago are more likely to have higher counts than those released more recently.
Our Approach. Focusing on the computer science domain, we propose an approach to compare researchers that utilizes the quality of venues of publication. In this paper, we focus on conferences, since researchers in computer science often prefer conference publications, and the data available on the web is also skewed to conferences. Other disciplines may favor journals instead; our methods apply equally to such settings.
While citation behavior varies across sub-fields, we can treat the quality rank of venues as a way to level the comparison across subfields. We associate a paper with the quality rank of its publishing venue. 1 Instead of averaging over the quality rank, which might be unreliable in comparison, we consider the sequence of venue qualities over the full career of a researcher.
Our key intuition is that the career trajectory of a researcher can be represented as a series of their publications. We use the quality of the venue as a surrogate for the quality of the paper. Consequently we can compare two researchers by matching their career trajectories, as sequences of venue rankings. The distance between two researchers is calculated by allowing some mismatches, and counting the number of deletion and insertion operations necessary to harmonize the two sequences. Besides the pattern on the quality of publishing venues, we also consider research topics to identify comparable researchers in the same or similar sub-fields. We thus propose a variant that incorporates topic similarity between authors. With simple modifications our methods can be used to match a junior author to the early career stages of a more senior researcher. This can be especially useful when trying to predict the trajectory of a researcher for years to come.
Data. There are many online services that index research work. For computer science, the DBLP 2 is a bibliography website that lists more than 2.3 million articles; while arXiv.org 3 hosts hundreds of thousands of pre-prints from computer science and beyond. Services such as Google Scholar 4 , arnetMiner 5 , researchGate 6 offer rich functionalities including search, information aggregation and navigation, and social networking. The availability of such data has led to its use for numerous other applications. For example, metrics such as h-index [4] to evaluate the impact of a researcher; the network structure of scientists connected by co-authorship relation [8] ; community detection in citation networks [6] ; the study of how science is written [1] .
Other services provide rankings of publication venues, e.g. Google Scholar Metrics 7 , Microsoft Academic 8 and CORE 9 . While coverage of venues is large we found there is considerable disagreement among sources in categorizing sub-fields, and many ranking results may appear surprising. How to rank topic-dependent venues objectively remains an interesting and open research problem. To simplify the process and focus on the comparison algorithms, we take advantage of an existing subject-dependent ranking that covers broadly known conferences.
Contributions and outline. In this paper, we conduct exploratory analysis on large-scale scholarly data, which contain millions of researchers and publications. We extract useful information, and for the first time, we demonstrate how to compare researchers and detect comparable relations automatically. We also show there are many interesting open problems for future work. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the problem setting, and show exploratory analysis on large scale datasets available on the web. In Section 3 we discuss the evaluation by venue ranking for researchers, and the comparison between researchers by matching sequences of venue rankings. We show the effectiveness of our methods through case studies. We conclude in Section 4 and show there are many interesting open problems for future work.
PROBLEM SETTING
Let A be the set of authors 10 , P be the set of papers, V be the set of publishing venues. Each paper p ∈ P is associated with a set of authors a ∈ A. The paper is published in a venue v ∈ V at the time t. We assume that for each venue v we have a score which corresponds to the rating of the venue, where higher score implies higher rank and quality. In database terms, our system contains three entity tables: author, paper, venue, and two relation tables: author-paper, paper-venue ( Figure 1 ). The problem we are interested in is, given the database of researchers and their publications, for any pair of researchers (ai, aj), to measure the extent to which they are comparable, under various notions of similiarity.
Corpus
Our empirical analysis is based on two datasets available on the web: bibliographical information about computer science journals and proceedings from DBLP, and a citation network dataset from arnetMiner [9] . Both datasets collect scholarly data up to January 2011. The venue name in the arnetMiner data is noisy, since the name of a conference can appear in multiple forms, for example, full phrases of conference name, abbreviations, and abbreviations plus volume numbers and so on. We found abbreviations of conference names are used consistently in DBLP . Thus we extract the abbreviation and combine other information to identify the venue for each paper. However, the data from arnetMiner contains rich information including title, abstract and most importantly, year. We match data from both datasets by the paper name and author names, then create a corpus with the joint data. Table 1 lists the statistics of datasets, including the one we derived. We first analyze the data characteristics before using it to answer our questions.
Exploratory Data Analysis
There are various phases to the career of a researcher. A graduate student may enter industry and stop their research activity. A faculty member may spend months or years away from their home 10 We use author and researcher interchangeably topic during a sabbatical. A researcher may retire or switch to a different area. There is no convenient way to learn about these phases from available data. For simplicity, we define the time from the first publication to the last publication as the research period.
Definition 1 (Research Period) Given a researcher a, and the year sequence associated to publications T (a) = ta,1ta,2 . . . ta,n, the length of research period is defined as the time gap between the last and first publications: wa = ta,n − ta,1 + 1.
We extract first and last years of publications for each user, and compute the length of research period. Figure 2 plots in each year, how many researchers published their first and last paper. From 1990 to 2000, the number of authors starting their career from the year steadily exceeds that of those who ended their research work. After the year 2006, the relationship is reversed (likely due to "end effects" from using a snapshot of data). Figure 3 shows the relation between number of authors and the number of years in their research period. 61.4% of researchers published papers only in one year (typical examples are students who published one paper and then graduated, and researchers from other areas who published one paper in a CS venue). The number of researchers whose research period is at least 10 years is 29, 671. These authors account for 10% of all researchers but are connected to 52.6% of papers in our corpus.
We use two metrics to understand the career trajectory of each researcher: burst speed and half year speed.
Definition 2 (Burst Speed) Given an author a, the burst speed is defined as the number of years to reach her/his first bursty year. The bursty year is the year that with largest productive score, which is calculated as
where wa is the length of research period for the author a, and Pa(t) is the set of papers by the author a at the year t.
Definition 3 (Half-Speed) Given an author a, the half-speed is defined as the least number of years she/he took to reach half of her/his total publications, which is calculated as:
Using these concepts, we can ask the following questions:
• Given a year t, how many authors are in their bursty year?
• Given an author a, which year is his/her bursty year?
• What is the average half-speed and burst-speed?
We select researchers whose research period length is larger or equal to 10 years. Among these researchers, the average number of publications is 13.8, average research period length is 15.83, average productive score is 0.212, the average burst speed is 6.32, the bursty year (in this data) associated with most authors is the year 2008, and the average half speed is 7.74. The result shows that authors reached half of their publications quickly after their bursty year. Figure 4 shows the distribution of burst speed and half speed. We observed that authors with zero half speed and burst speed account for 9.5%, and 35% of all selected authors respectively. In addition, many authors published most papers in their first year (recall, these are authors who are active for over a ten year period).
We now show the correlation between the number of publications and the above definitions: research period length, burst speed and half speed. For each author with a research period of over ten years, we count the number of publications associated with her/him, find the research period length, and compute the burst and half speed. Then we take the average of research period length, burst and half speed, given a value x of number of publications. Figure 5 tells that for authors who have x publications, what are their average research period length, burst speed and half speed. We set a threshold of 120 publications in the plot because there are too few points above the threshold. The figure shows logarithmiclike behavior.
EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
We now describe how we define measures to evaluate and compare researchers. As mentioned above, we use venue ranking as a basis by which to evaluate a researcher. During the research period, Table 2 . Sequence example of a researcher Time T(a) ta,1 ta,2 . . . ta,n Papers P(a) pa,1 pa,2 . . . pa,n Venues V(a) va,1 va,2 . . . va,n the author publishes papers year by year, thus forming a sequence of publications, which are associated with various attributes (venue, title, abstract etc.). Table 2 shows an example of sequences, where T (a) is the time sequence, P (a) are publications and V (a) gives venues of publication. The unit of time sequence is year, and publications and venues are ordered according to the time sequence.
We use an existing ranking 11 of broadly known conferences across sub-fields in computer science. This CORE ranking covers 1006 conferences, while DBLP lists 4000 unique conference names. The fraction of papers published in the ranked conferences is 44%. So while there is missing data, the coverage is still satisfying. Future work is to obtain a ranking that covers more venues.
The CORE ranking breaks venues into five categories: {A+, A, B, C, L}, where A+ is the best. We map these five categories to integer scores: {5, 4, 3, 2, 1}, in the way that 'A+' matches '5' to 'L' matches '1'. We consider two approaches to using venue scores:
Definition 4 ( Venue Score: Categorical ) This approach treats the score as a categorical variable, which takes values from the set {5, 4, 3, 2, 1}. There is no order between two scores. The relationship between two venue scores are equal and non-equal.
Definition 5 (Venue Score: Ordinal ) In this case, score is a ordinal variable, taking values from the set {5, 4, 3, 2, 1}. The order of the venue score is determined by the integer value of the score.
On Venue Score
A key question is whether the venue score is a suitable measure on which to rank authors. We compare against two broadly accepted existing metrics: h-index and g-index, and collect values of these two metrics for authors in our corpus. We define an evaluation metric for researchers solely based on the venue score as follows.
Definition 6 (v-index) Given a researcher a, the v-index is the sum of the (ordinal) venue scores of all publications by her/him.
in which n is the number of publications by the author.
Among all users in our database, the minimum of v-index is 2, the maximum is 1229, the mean is 53.12 and the median is 32. Large values on v-index only occur few times in our corpus. We compute the distribution of v-index as a function of h-index and g-index. Figure 6 shows the results. For clear visualization, we plot instances with v-index less than or equal to 800, which covers most researchers. The x-axis lists each value of v-index, and the yaxis shows the average value of h-index or g-index given the x. We found for most cases, v-index has positive linear correlation with h-index and g-index. Outliers appear at very large values in each index. We conclude that venue score is an acceptable metric by which to evaluate a researcher's research output.
Given a sequence of venue scores for each author V (a), we compute the distance between two authors by matching the two sequences. This is computed with the well-known Wagner-Fischer 11 http://www.cs.wm.edu/~srgian/ tier-conf-final2007.html dynamic programing algorithm [10] . We discuss how to apply the algorithm in our setting. Given two sequences S = s1s2 . . . sn and R = r1r2 . . . rm over the alphabet Σ, the matching score between a pair (si, rj), where si, rj ∈ Σ ∪ {−}, is as follows:
The symbol "−" means a gap for insertion or deletion in the alignment. Dynamic programming is used to compute the optimal alignment of two sequences.
where D(i, 0) = i and D(0, j) = j. In the end, D(n, m) returns the minimum number operations needed to match these two sequences. A direct application of the algorithm is to treat venue score as categorical variable. Table 3 shows an example of two researchers' sequences and their distance, where D(ai, aj) = 2. It is likely that an author publishes more than one paper a year. Within a year, we can either randomly order the papers, or apply an ordering of the venue scores to form the sequence. A more sophisticated approach is considering sequences of sets rather than points. Then the distance of two positions in two sequences can be computed by the jaccard distance of sets. That is, d(si, rj) = 1−|si∩rj|/|si∪rj|, where si is the set of publications in i−th year in the sequence S, and rj is the set in j−th year in the sequence R. For insertion and deletion operations, the empty set ∅ is used for the gap. The resulting distance is used to define the comparable relation between researchers:
Definition 7 (Comparable Relation) Given a researcher a, and the distance between a and other authors, we sort authors by the distance in ascending order. We say that the top k authors are comparable to the given researcher a.
We experiment this approach on our corpus with authors whose research period is larger than 10 years. We sort venue scores in descending order within a year, compose a sequence of venue scores for each author, and compute the distance between each pair following by our algorithm. With distances to every other researcher computed, we determine comparable authors for any given researcher by above definition. Here we set the threshold k to be 20. For brevity, we show results of two examples and their comparable people in the Table 4 . The first example is for the researcher "Judea Pearl", who mainly focuses on research in machine learning and artificial intelligence. It is perhaps surprising that our approach returns many researchers in the same or related research areas. On the other hand, for the researcher "Dimitris N. Metaxas", who works on compute vision, the results we returned contain researchers in various topics, for example, "Kunle Olukotun" is a pioneer of multicore processors. Among all researchers, the average distance to their comparable authors is 16.51 ± 11.38, the minimum is 11.12 and maximum is 268.13. 
On Topic Similarity
Although our corpus is focused on computer scientists, the computer science discipline spans a range of topics from theoretical studies of algorithms to computing systems in hardware and software. For real world applications, it is more common to compare researchers who work on the same or similar areas. When the pool of candidates is filtered before the evaluation and comparison, our method can be directly applied. If such prior information is not available, we propose to learn topic interests of researchers then compare them automatically. In other words, we can detect both similar and comparable people simultaneously. Our main intuition is that the matching distance of two points in two sequences can depend on both venue score and topic similarity.
We design a new distance metric to integrate both topic similarity and venue quality. Given two sequences S and R corresponding to authors aS and aR, the matching between i-th point in S and j-th point in R is calculated as
where vi and pi are i-th venue score and paper for author aS; vj and pj are the corresponding venue score and paper for author aR (with venue score as an ordinal variable); and is a small constant, discussed below. The topic distance w(pi, pj) depends on the topic similarity of two papers pi and pj, and is computed as w(pi, pj) = 1 − sim(pi, pj). The value of topic similarity of two papers sim(pi, pj) is in [0, 1] . If two papers are on similar topics, the topic distance is small, otherwise it is big.
When venue scores vi, vj are the same, in the previous algorithm, the distance is zero. However the topic distance might be large. We introduce the constant to include the topic distance for points with same venue score. In our experiments, is set to be 0.1. Based on the above definition, we see if the topic distance is small and the venue score distance is small, the distance between these two points is small.
The topic similarity between two papers is computed based on the content of papers. In our corpus, we have the title for all papers, and abstracts for about a third of papers. To discover topics for papers, we implement Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] . We treat the concatenation of title and abstract of a paper as a document. Topics are derived from the whole corpus. We then obtain the topic distribution for each paper. The main parameter is the number of topics. We experimented with 20, 50 and 100 topics, with manual validation on frequent words in each topic, and select the number of topics which provides the best presentation of topics.
Given the topic distribution for each paper, we can compute the topic similarity via cosine similarity, or Jensen-Shannon divergence, etc. We use cosine similarity in our examples. With the new distance metric, the dynamic programming formula is modified to the following.
We present some examples of researchers from different topics in our results in Table 5 . In general, we found results for each researcher are closer in research topics. See, for example, the output for "Dimitris N. Metaxas" in Tables 4 and 5 . For "Judea Pearl", both edit distance and topic edit distance return comparable authors in similar research topics. Recall that the topic distribution of each author is learned mostly from their paper titles. We manually validated many examples, and compared the results by simply utilizing the topic similarity between authors and by our approach. We found that sequence matching combining topics from title and venue scores did a better job in finding authors in similar research area. Taking "Richard M. Karp" for example, we find that 16 of the 20 comparable researchers returned also have entries in Wikipedia, a crude indication that they are similarly notable. Future work may more systematically examine the performance of clustering similar authors by our distance metric.
There are a few notable bad examples: the comparable researchers for "Donald E. Knuth" are only loosely related. Knuth's paper titles are often short, and commonly use generic computer science terms like "Algorithm". Hence, topic inference on his papers has poor performance, and the comparable authors are mainly determined on venue score sequence matching. As our data contains only 30, 000 authors, many are missing (along with their papers), limiting the set of potential comparable authors.
On Prefix Matching
Each year, many junior researchers begin their career. It is useful and interesting to matching junior researchers to segments of senior researchers. With simple modification, our algorithm can be used to compare a junior researcher to senior researchers in their early career stage. This can be useful, for example, to committees considering the future prospects of job candidates, and to junior researchers finding out whose career trajectory they are following.
Formally, we are interested in the problem that, given a senior researcher and a junior researcher characterized by S and R re- 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we address the novel problem of automatically finding comparable researchers through large scholarly data. Unlike existing work, which evaluates researchers mainly by citation counts, our methods consider the sequence of the quality of publishing venues, which seems more appropriate for evaluating and comparing research output. To allow automatic identification of comparable people in similar research areas, we further propose a distance metric which combines the topic similarity and venue quality. Our approach can be easily modified to match junior researches to senior researcher at their beginning of research periods.
Our analysis and experiment was conducted on large-scale scholarly datasets available on the web. The effectiveness of our methods are demonstrated by arbitrarily picked examples. There are several problems open for future study.
• Data Collection: Lack of data may lead to less accurate results. Many challenges exist in the data collection, e.g. reducing the language gap, knowledge extraction from multiple data sources with different formats.
• Evaluation: There is currently no "ground truth" for our methods. We are developing a user interface to allow exploration of comparable people, and collect user feedback on results.
• Optimization: Our methods compute the matching distance between each pair of researchers through their full publication records, a quadratic number of comparisons. A different approach is required to make this more scalable.
• Comparable Network: With comparable relation established, we can define a comparable network, in which each node is a researcher, and edges connect comparable nodes. The weight on the edge is related to the distance between two nodes. It may be interesting to examine the structure of such network, and compare it with co-authorship and citation networks.
